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Let There Be Light presents a simple, beautiful, and elegant view of the oneness of all life,

subjective and objective. It demonstrates the unity of the physical world with conscious experience

of the physical world. Consciousness is not inside space and time, space and time are within

consciousness; they are a special structure of the perceptual portion of consciousness. Author

Stephen Hage explores enigmas in physics which still exist and cannot be satisfactorily explained.

He explains why the "Dimensional Structure" of consciousness is a new paradigm that can help us

to better understand how the universe works - as Copernicus did when he shattered the myth that

the sun orbits the earth, rather than the other way around. Conversational and friendly, this

audiobook presents a new myth and paradigm for understanding consciousness. It is intended to be

a valuable resource for the intelligent lay person interested in the deep and meaningful connections

between consciousness, physics, quantum mechanics, myth, and meditation.
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The dimensional structure of consciousness is a simple, beautiful, and elegant view of the oneness

of all life, subjective and objective. It demonstrates the unity of the physical world with conscious

experience of the physical world. Consciousness is not inside space and time, space and time are

within consciousness; they are a special structure of the perceptual portion of consciousness. But

this is a totally new worldview and difficult to explain. In "Let There Be Light," author Stephen Hage

explains it in a simple, often playful manner that brings it all home. It is this sort of book that will

revolutionize human awareness.



Lucid insights into a complex subject... a lively discussion of the multidimensional reality we live

in.Stephen j. Hage has crafted a brilliant explanation of and insight into the multiplicity of

dimensional experience and multiple dimensional realities. His clear definitions of realities and

personal experience of the "observer" and the quantum world and the social and shared reality

worlds as well as the subjective world all bring into perspective what I consider the best book ever

written on this subject.Defining quantum reality and still allowing the lay person to relate to personal

experience while keeping a broad perspective on multiple realities and dimensions is an extremely

complex challenge.Hage has laid out in quite simple language the many worlds insights as well as

the relative subjective observer paradox in a manner that deserve wide attention and applause

literally.Dr Hage's comprehension of the wide spectrum of experience and dimensional reality is

augmented in his explanations via lovely metaphors and analogies and descriptions from pioneers

like R. Buckminister Fuller and other "bridges " from the material/quantum world...of practical

integration.Dr Hage deals with the "hard problem" in a variety of ways.. he reminds us of "Qualia"

and "context" effectively.Read this book.

Buckle up ! This one will take your head for a spin. Loved it
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